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PROOF OF A CONJECTURE OF DOOB

J. S. HWANG AND D. C. RUNG

Abstract. Let "^(p) be the class of all holomorphic functions /in the unit

disc A such that /(0) = 0 and there exists an arc "Cf C 3 A with length

|iy| > p such that limj/(z)| > 1, z -» t Btf. In 1935, J. L. Doob asked, in
essence, whether the Bloch norms {||/|| = sup,eA|/'(z)|(l — \z\2)} have a

positive lower bound for the class ^(p). We show that if / e °()(p) there

exists a Zj e A such that

I Pi  mía     i  \2\ «, 2   sia<-* - P/2>
|/(z/)|(l-|zyj)>7     (w_p/2)    •

1. Introduction. For fifty years the problem of determining precise estimates

for the Bloch and Landau constants has been pursued actively. We describe

the problems with the unit disc A in the complex plane as the domain for all

functions which are assumed to be holomorphic unless otherwise specified.

The Bloch number of a function/is

b(f) = sup{r|there exists a subdomain A, C A such that/is

univalent on A, and/(A,) contains a (Euclidean) disc

of radius r},

and the Landau number of /is

Kf) = SUP{/I/(A) contains a (Euclidean) disc of radius r).

For a family of functions f the corresponding constants are

¿(§) = inf b(f),   /ef;       /(S)-inf/(/),   / G 9.

Of course ¿>(f) < /(f). Classically the family f was taken to be either $,

the family of all/ with |/'(0)| > 1, or §>, the family of all univalent/ with

|/'(0)| > 1. The best estimates are

VJ/4 =.433 . . . < b(<&) <.472 < <.50 < /(<&)

<.544< • • • <6(S) <.658.

The lower estimate for ¿>(<$) is by Heins [12], improving Ahlfors' estimate [1]

b(% ) > V3 /4; the upper estimate for b(% ) is by Ahlfors and Grunsky [2];
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the corresponding estimates for l(%) are by Pommerenke [15] improving

AJilfors [1] and Robinson as reported by Hayman [11]. For ¿z(S) the estimates

are by Landau [13] and Robinson [16]. Other families of functions have been

studied in this connection (see, for example, Hayman [10]).

In a series of papers begun in 1932, Doob [5]-P] considered certain

boundary value problems as well as Bloch and Landau constants for a class

of functions with a different normalization from <&. For any 0 < p < 2it,

Doob defined ty (p) as the family of all functions / with /(0) = 0 such that

there exists an open arc Tf (depending on /) in 3A with length \Tf\ > p and

such that Umz^T|/(z)| > 1 for each t gT,. In [7] Doob showed that ¿(^(p))

is positive for each 0 < p < 2it and also that there exists a positive constant

a(p) such that/ G 'S implies a(p)f E ^(p). More precisely he showed that

a(p)f ° g G ^(p) for some function g, \ g\ < 1, g(0) = 0, where g depends on

/. The reverse implication was thought by Doob to be false. If L is a Möbius

transformation of A onto A, then it is clear that b(f ° L) = b(f), l(f ° L) =

1(f), and (/° L)'(0) = (1 - \L(0)\2)f'(L(0)). Doob's question now becomes

whether or not / G D (p) implies that there exists a positive constant o(p)

independent of / and a point zf E A such that |/Yz/)|0 - |*/|2) > o(p). If

such a constant does exist, it follows that (o(p))~x(f ° L) E $ for any L such

that L(0) = Zj. Professor Doob brought this question to our attention several

months ago.

2. Main result. Definition. For T ç 8A let w(z, T, A) denote the harmonic

measure at z of T relative to A, and set

S(p, T) = {z G A|w(z, T, A) > p/2ir),       0<p<2tt,

and let

"M"!     (it-o/2)    ■

Our proof is based upon a sharpened form of the Lehto-Virtanen differential

two constant theorem [14] due to S. Dragosh and D. C. Rung [4]. Because this

result is unpublished we give a simplified version of the result sufficient for

the main result.

Theorem D-R. Let f be a meromorphic function in D. For some fixed

S (p, T) suppose that

(0   supzSi(pT)|/(z)|j= M < oo ;

(ii)   for each t GT, limz^T|/(z)| < m < M;

(iii)   there exists a q EdS(p,T) n A at which \f(q)\ = M.

Then

\f'(q)\{\ -\q\2) > eo(p)Mlog(M/m).
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Proof.   According   to   the   two-constant   theorem   with   a(z) =

u(z, T, S(p, T))   we  have   for  z G S(p, T),   |/(z)| < M(m/M)a(z\  with

equality occurring at z = q. The level Une |/(z)| = M is tangent to 35 (p, T)

at z = q and so |/'(i)| ¥= O.lî n is the inner normal to 95 (p, T) at c? then

a|/(')l
3«

It is easy to calculate that

3|/(*)|

3w(z)

~ovT

a« = -1/(01       and

Mlog§.

3w(z)

9«

gg(p)

If these are substituted in the above inequality the result is proved.

Theorem 1. If f E (p0), 0 < p0 < 27r, there exists at least one point zf G

S (po, Tf) at which \f'(zf)\(\ - \zf\2) > a(po).

Proof. To the contrary suppose

|/'(z)|(l-|z|2)<o(p0) (1.0)

for all z G S (p0, T^) and consider the meromorphic function g = 1 //. For a

subarc T* QTf let M(T*) = sup|g(z)|, z£% T*). (We allow A/(T*) = oo

if g has a pole in S(p0, T*).) Theorem D-R given above implies that at a

point q Eàn 35 (p0, T*) at which | g(?)| = A/(T*) < oo we have

eo(p0)M (T*)log M(T*) <\g'(q)\(l -\q\2). (1.1)

After a brief calculation, assumption (1.0) gives from (1.1) that

A/(T*)logM(T*) <(l/e)(M(T*))

or

,-t
(A/(T*))    logM(T*) < l/e. (1.2)

Because the function x~'log;c has a maximum value of l/e which occurs

when x = e, the inequality (1.2) says that M (T*) lies in one of the intervals

[ 1, e) or (e, oo]. Also, since g is a continuous function, the possible values of

A/(T*) form a connected set. Because there exist small arcs T* for which

M(T*) < e, we must have M(T*) < e for each arc T*. But M(Tf) = oo since

0 G 35(p0, Tfy) and g(0) = oo. This contradiction proves the theorem.

The constant a(p) is best possible, at least in the limiting case a(p) —>2/e

as p -> 2tt. The functions /„(z) — z" all are in ^(p) for all 0 < p < 2î7. A

brief calculation shows that |t^'(z)|(1 — |z|2) has a maximum value of 2(n/(n

+ 1))[1 - 2/(n + lyf-')/2 which tends to 2/e as n -> oo.

This theorem yields a new approach to upper bounds for b(%), in that

/G ^(p) implies that b(%) < 6(/)(o(p))_1 and a similar inequality for

/($). For example,
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e7i((z + l)/(z-l)) _ e-n

1" (Z> =   1  _ en((z + l)/U-\))e-n

is in ^(p) for each zz = 1, 2, ...,   and any 0 < p < 27r. Because /„ omits

-«"". KL) - O + «""V2 and so '(fi) < (o(p))_,((1 + e"")/2). Letting
p -» 2ir and az -» oo gives /($) < e/4 ~.679. Whether better estimates can

be obtained awaits further study.
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